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Centrosomes are frequently amplified in cancer cells, but centrosome clustering pathways act to minimize
their detrimental impact on mitosis. Recent data published online in Genes & Developments by Kwon et al.
(2008) suggest that these pathways involve microtubule motors, actin, and focal adhesions. Since centroso-
mal amplification is rarely seen in normal cells, could blocking clustering lead to the selective killing of tumor
cells?Cancer cells exhibit a variety of mitotic
defects; among the best characterized is
enhanced centrosome number and mi-
crotubule nucleation at the spindle poles.
Centrosome amplification has been
linked to increased tumorigenesis and
decreased survival in numerous studies
(Pihan et al., 2003). Microtubules are nu-
cleated and theminus ends of the polar fil-
aments are often anchored at the centro-
some. From the free plus ends, dynamic
microtubules perform two essential func-
tions during mitotic chromosome division
and segregation. First, they grow and
shrink to capture the condensed chromo-
somes, also serving as a track for chro-
matid separation during anaphase.
Second, they bind and crosslink the
microtubules from the other centrosome
to form a bilaterally symmetrical spindle
that can separate the chromatids into
two equal sets. The bilateral symmetry
of the spindle is critical to ensure that du-
plicated chromatids are separated into
only two half-sets and that genetic
continuity between cellular generations
is maintained.
The functional unit of the spindle is the
microtubule, and since there are multiple
chromosomes, there must be multiple
microtubules to attach the different chro-
mosomes to the centrosome. This pres-
ents an organizational challenge for the
cell in that it must link multiple microtu-
bules to a single centrosome but allow
the other centrosome to separate and
form the other half-spindle. In cancer
cells, this organizational requirement
becomes even more complicated with
the presence of additional centrosomes
and spindle poles. In cancer cells, but
not normal cells, supernumerary centro-somes often separate away from each
other to form an aberrant multipolar spin-
dle. The result for mitosis can be catas-
trophic, with chromosomes dividing
into seemingly irregular and incomplete
sets that do not match the chromosome
complement of the parent. It would
seem the cell could not survive such a hy-
perreductional division, and indeed, cells
with multipolar spindles do not give rise
to survivable clones in culture (Stewe´nius
et al., 2005). However, Basto et al. (2008)
recently observed that flies with numeri-
cally enhanced centrosomes remarkably
maintained a mostly stable genome
through several generations and survived
to adulthood with multicentromeric and
diploid cells. However, these cells were
tumorigenic in transplantation assays.
This poses the questions of how cells
can tolerate extra centrosomes and still
divide with a stable genome and, if those
mechanisms are inhibited, whether
cancer cells with amplified centrosomes
will be killed selectively.
One mechanism for minimizing the im-
pact of extra centrosomes is to cluster
them together to form a bipolar spindle.
While the molecular mechanisms behind
clustering are still being identified, some
common themes are emerging. Cluster-
ing appears to require the spindle assem-
bly checkpoint (SAC). This pathway mon-
itors kinetochore attachment to the
spindle and can delay anaphase until all
of the chromosomes are attached. Cen-
trosomal clustering cannot occur in
human retinal pigmented epithelial cells
immortalized with telomerase RPE1 cells
treated to increase centrosome number
or the near tetraploid Drosophila S2 cell
line when SAC function is inhibited (BastoCancer Cell 14,et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2008; Kwon et al.,
2008). When the SAC is blocked, cells di-
vide with multipolar spindles and chromo-
somes segregated inefficiently. It remains
uncertain whether the SAC can detect the
presence of an extra centrosome or
whether extra centrosomes indirectly
activate the SAC by interfering with chro-
mosome attachment. A second mecha-
nism for clustering centrosomes is the ac-
tivity of minus-end-directed microtubule
motors like dynein or Ncd/HSET (Quintyne
et al., 2005; Basto et al., 2008, Kwon et al.,
2008). These molecular motors could
either crosslink the microtubules from dif-
ferent centrosomes together or transport
factors to the centrosome that are re-
quired for clustering (Figure 1).
Kwon et al. (2008) suggest an additional
clustering mechanism from an unex-
pected source, the actin cytoskeleton.
The investigators screened a Drosophila
RNAi knockdown library for functional
inhibition of clustering. Strikingly, they
found a number of inhibitory targets in
proteins associated with the actin cyto-
skeleton and focal adhesions (FAs), the
sites of cell attachment to the extracellular
matrix. Actin is a major component of the
spindle, but its function there is poorly
defined. However, the functions of the
proteins identified in the RNAi screen of
Kwon et al. suggest that the actin connec-
tion with spindle poles may be more
related to actin’s role at the cell cortex
and FAs. When the Ncd/HSET motor
was inhibited in S2 cells, tracked centro-
somes could be seen to migrate apart,
a motility that was blocked by LatA depo-
lymerization of actin filaments. In aneu-
ploid breast cancer cells, the actin linkage
to FAs during interphase correlates withSeptember 9, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inc. 197
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(A) Microtubule (MT) motors such as dynein or HSET may crosslink microtubules from adjacent centrosomes.
(B) Focal adhesions (FAs) and cortical contraction may influence centrosome position through microtubule attachments. ECM = extracellular matrix.
(C) FA proteins transported to centrosomes by molecular motors may affect clustering.the residual adhesive retraction fibers
(RFs) found in rounded mitotic cells. The
positioning of RFs also correlates with
the pattern of cell division during mitosis.
For example, three fiber attachments to
the substratum were seen in cells dividing
with a tripolar spindle. Furthermore, the
investigators tested the role of cell adhe-
sion patterns and the effect of RF posi-
tioning in centrosome clustering and mul-
tipolar mitosis. They deposited the FA
attachment protein fibronectin on glass
coverslips inpatterns that either enhanced
(‘‘Y’’ or ‘‘O’’) or inhibited (‘‘H’’) the fre-
quency of multipolar spindles. These re-
sults therefore demonstrate the influence
of interphasecell shapeon the faithfulness
of mitosis in aneuploid cancer cells.
FAs are anchored to the actin cytoskel-
eton but have well-established interac-
tions with microtubules that influence FA
stability and actin polymerization (Palazzo
and Gundersen, 2002). Kwon et al. (2008)
demonstrated that actin inhibition from
LatA treatment together with Ncd/HSET
depletion has synergistic effects on
spindle polarity, suggesting that actin
and microtubules, or associated proteins,198 Cancer Cell 14, September 9, 2008 ª20cooperate to inhibit multipolar mitosis.
Drawing from these and previous find-
ings, we propose the following models of
mechanisms for actin, FAs, and microtu-
bules to cluster extra centrosomes. One
model suggests that microtubules serve
as direct mechanical couplings to link
spindle poles to FAs and actin filaments
(Figure 1B). When actin fibers or FAs
change their positions in the cell, centro-
some positioning will also change, which
may facilitate centrosome association.
An alternative model follows observations
that FAs are disassembled upon microtu-
bule targeting (Palazzo and Gundersen,
2002) and that some FA proteins translo-
cate to centrosomes via microtubule
motors. We suggest that some of these
transported centrosomal proteins may
function to cluster centrosomes. Several
FA proteins are relocated to centrosomes
and may play a role in centrosome clus-
tering, including HEF1, integrin-linked
kinase (ILK), and p21-activated protein
kinases (Paks). HEF1 depletion triggers
centrosomal splitting, and HEF1 can
inhibit the centrosomal protein Nek2 (Pu-
gacheva and Golemis, 2005). HEF1 could08 Elsevier Inc.promote centrosome clustering by inhibit-
ing Nek2. Furthermore, HEF1 (Pugacheva
and Golemis, 2005), ILK (Fielding et al.,
2008), and Paks (Zhao et al., 2005) are
required for Aurora A activity, which is re-
quired for spindle pole formation and may
have an indirect effect on centrosome
positioning (Figure 1C). A variety of other
FA proteins have also been found in
centrosomes, including zyxin, paxillin,
Ajuba, and Rab11-FIP4 (Fielding et al.,
2008), and may contribute to centrosome
movement or linkage.
Can we use this new information to kill
cancer cells while sparing normal cells?
Kwon et al. (2008) tested this by examin-
ing a cadre of cancer cell lines with siRNA
against themicrotubule motor HSET. Dip-
loid cells were tolerant of this knockdown,
but up to 90% of total cells in populations
with amplified centrosomes were in-
hibited by HSET knockdown, leading to
senescence and apoptosis. Targeting mi-
crotubule motors involved in centrosome
clustering with small-molecule inhibitors
may therefore be a promising strategy
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